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On the block I'm in my zone
Call you up but you're not home
I can't wait to see you later on this evening
We kick it deep into none of us alone
Nothing we do is wrong

I just wanna walk with you, talk with you
Baby, can I spark with you?
Anything you wanna do
Shorty know it's all for you
I wanna get to know ya

Think of places I can show ya
All the things you've ever seen in your dreams ooh
Let me know what the deal
We can roll, we can chill by the fire

If you're tired we can vibe all night
I'll tell you mine, you tell me yours
If we get bored, we lock the doors
I don't need none of my peoples they all can leave

Imagine you and me and me and you
I think about you day and night
It's only right to think about the girl you love
And hold her tight so happy together

If I should call you up invest a dime
And you say you belong to me
And ease my mind
Imagine how the world would be
So very fine, so happy together

I just wanna walk with you, talk with you
Baby can I spark with you
Anything you wanna do
Shorty know it's all for you
I wanna get to know ya

Think of places I can show ya
All the things you've ever seen in your dreams, ooh
Let me know what the deal
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We can roll we can chill by the fire
(Yeah)

If you're tired we can vibe all night
(All night)
I'll tell you mine, you tell me yours
(Tell me yours)
If we get bored, we lock the doors
(Lock the doors)
I don't need none of my peoples they all can leave

Yeah, it's so many places I'd like to show ya
Taking trips out to Barcelona
Paris spendin' have romantic diners
Keep room for dessert when the food is finished

I'ma break you off like the roots in musiq
Kick it with chicks that I choose to move with
So if you would tell me who you crew wit'
I tell you who you are and figure out if you're with me
for the car

And it
(Ain't what a man drives)
It's what drives a man and if a man dies
For the things he believes in
If so when he dies it will seem like he's leaving

Believe me I'm keeping you satisfied
Put the drama aside and just ride
Even with the darkest weather get riched
At get the cheater or get the blunt licked

Give me respect and I bet we'll be happy together
(One)
Let me know what the deal
We can roll we can chill by the fire
(We can chill)

If you're tired we can vibe all night
I'll tell you mine you tell me yours
If we get bored, we lock the doors
(Lock the doors)
I don't need none of my peoples they all can leave

Imagine you and me and me and you
I think about you day and night
It's only right to think about the girl you love
And hold her tight so happy together
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